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It will be a good many months before the proceedinGs of the 1973
A.S.A. conf'erence held.at Oxford are published, eo i t has seemed a useful
function to provoke some interim discussion. Hy renlarlre are almost entirely
critical, and it maybe wondered ,,{hy such points '1ere not made during' the
conference itself. Butit;wouldhavebeen an outrageous rudeness to interrupt ,,{hat for many of the audience appeared to be a rather festive break
from academic pursuits'1ith a' string of ho, stile comments, especially from
one not a member of too Association. 'The more so as some evidently felt
thetdelicate stage in:the domestic ,cycle of 01.lr academic community called
for eulogy rather tbB.rihonesty.,;:,,~-:, \, ':..
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The p~oceeding~ w~reco'ncl'~d~d oy: fo{u. speakers giving tlleir 'over-·
vieus'. Fortes made his-speech as retiriilg president of the A.S.A. He was
followed by Fu·th, and he by Salisbury. Grillo spoke for the youngest
generation of members, and ended by expressing the view that the retiring
'giants' "TOuld long b~ ."IOI'shippecl by their successors. Although declaring
that he represented nothing, Grillo I swords uere actually very' representative
indeed. Firth' cheerfully declared that the seniors no longer had the power,
but the sentiments generated by this ritual occasion seemed '\;0 suggest that
the intellectual structure of the community remains more or less the same
despite their retirement~ As Ardener wrote of Kuper's Anth:z;:QP..ologists and
.Ap.thropology, 'the final scene is a crowded tableau of famil:i2.r and, no
doubt, well-loved faces with the older generation nodding approval in the
,rings. Cheers drown any distant 'sound of dissidence'. Very accurate, save
that the 'giants' were doing their nodding from the very centre of the stage.
No doubt it "(as appropriate ,that the summing up should be restricted
to members of the A.S.A., but this did mean that the voice of the youngest
generation of anthropologists, those not yet members, ''Jas not heard o Yet
obviously some of those ntl'v studemts will be teaching anthropology long
after many of the present A.S.A. members have ceased to do so, andjt .10uld
have been useful to have heard their verdict on proceedings which presumably
had something to do with the future of the discipline. After all, the appearance over the past few years of a number of student anthropology journals
suggests a considerable amount of emthusiasm among those now learning the
subject. Perhaps one may suggest that this display of energy has not a
li ttle to do "ri th the' rather evident, scarcity of critical and theoretically
interesting "fork in our more \vell-kno"Tn periodicals. Below, then, are
recorded some of the reactions of just one student onlooker, to attempt to
rectify a gap in the conference proc~edings.
The general title of the eleven se ss ions 'l'faS 'New Directions', and
this, as many of the speakers in the last session pointed out, was something
of a misnomer. ilha tever the contents of the conference had been, such a
'dej'a vu I line was almost inevitable; any ne\'I' departure by being shown to be
'old hat' could. be converted into a tribute to the prescience of the departing
seniors. What was disturbin{~ was the legitimacy of the 'deja vu' feeling,
for, in fact, little that was new 1vas presented. One might even suggest
that the first series of conferences in 1963 vTel"e more forward-looking;
irrespective of the actual value of the pffpers in the volwrres on 'models',
the 'distribution of power', 'religion', and 'complex SOCieties', these
subjects wotlld appear to offer more scope to innovation than sessions on
'transactionalism', 'fieldwork', 'African development r, and the like. Many
conmented on this lack of novelty, but none expressed the view that it
augured badly for the development of the discipline.AndE'Irllrew ventul~es as
there were, for instance, Pocock's'personal anthropolo~', or Ardener's
paper on 'events', were regarded as poetic (by Stirling), and indeed,
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treated asnot-well-formed utterances. But if:innovation was rare, we should
recall that~10st .of those w-horn we associate 1'li. th the pioneering mOV9lJ.1ents
of th~last decade. (many having developed out of Ltvi-Strauss' work) ,rere
not$iving papers. Leach and Douglas were vocal only from the floor;
Needham. was in America; and our most senior innovator , Evans-Pri tchard, after
'opening' the proceedings one day late, kept as far away from the conference
as possible. He told me when it was ·over tho.t he r..ad been very disappointed
i"Ti th most of the papers that he had received.
A painful aspect of the proceedings was the treatment dished out to
Levi-Strauss. After a very ably presented paper by Terry Turner, for instance,
an atmosphere of hilarity descended on 'che occasion. With the benefit of fieldwork, Turner offered a reaMlysis of a m;yth which L~vi-Strauss had dealt
v'lith in the ~...Q.logigues,and pointed to'a number of errors in his handling
of the .material. This induced a considerable amount of sniggering, w:1ich
tias especially odd in that 'rurner's Oval basic approach did not seem to be .
terribly different. Turner 'denied this saying that all he had gained from
Lltvi-Strauss was the geIleral idea of the 'logic of the concrete'. But th ts,
surely, was tantamount to admitting that he could not have made his analysis .
had L6vi-Sdauss not opened up the field in such a provocative fashion. One.
uas grateful to Douglas for pointing out the fact that all Turner had done
was tQ • add iiheels to Levi-Strauss' bicycle'.
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In a different tone. Ardener concluded his paper on Some outstanding
problems in the analysis of events'with the reflection that the terminology
of structuralism might n01'1 impede our progress. He was, in short. trying
to sketch the lineaments ·of a post-stl1ictural epoch. But, although some
may n01'T' be thinking their 'iTay beyond L&vi-Strauss, there are dangers in
suggestine that the discipline, as a ,lhole is now post-structural. After
. all, many anthropologists have not yet even reached the structural phase,
and it, is inconceivable that those who are still happy to announce thernselves
as unregenerate functionalists or as structural-functionals should have any
idea of i:That 'neo-' anthropology is lfithout a prior and genuine encounter
with structuralism. It may well be therefore, that post';'structural declarations at the mom.ent ifill cause events to happen at a velocity which '!Jlill be
tactically unwise. }~ain this respect the rudeness of some of the rebuttals
of L'€vi-Strauss in recent wri tings b} the few most influenced by him may
harm:fully reinforce the prejudice of the more ;ccillservati ve .tha t they were
right never to have shoum any interest in his ,,'IiOrk. Neo-anthropoJ,ogi cal
trends are antilropophagous; post-strUcturalism is obviously an anthropology
which has consumed L'evi-Strauss. However. 'ule evaluate L~vi-Strauss ' work .'.
in the fut~~e, it is undeniable that his genius and energy has made possible
the transformation of soCial anthropology in this country. If some regard
him as 'good to eat l then it should not be forgotten that it is because he
has been so 'good to thuu{ w-ith' that we now possess the strength to go
beyond him. So i f the time has come to. depart from Ifevi-Strauss, we shall
have to' do so remembering his vi tal historical role for the development of
our subject, It is 1'rith a sense. of gratitude, and not in a carnival spirit.
thatthess....raoves must be made.
Fortes, one of those willing to declare himself an unregenerate
functionalist, observed in his final address that 'u,e now had a unified discipline, no longer British anthropology, French anthropology and American
a.nthropology. '\'1hich particular experiences during the conference induced
such a view was not obvious. It seemed fairly clear that the differences
between these traditions remained as great as ever, and it is in no way
regrettable that it should continue to be so~ provided the naivety which
some have advoca.ted we adopt \lith respect to .other disciplines is not extended to other schools of our own. Unfortunately, this latter type of
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it is likely to be crucial for our future development that S{l.ng are able
to foster links with anthropological work being done in other countries, .
or at least, able to translate their advances into terms from jmich we can·
benefit. Evans-Pritchard has been the meanS by vrhich we have gained greatly
from the rich tradition of the Annte Sociologique, but many of our sho~t
comings revealed in the course of the conference will only be made good if
we broaden our scope still further. The 'closed system' mentality which
has been the conventional wisdom for the last generation has taken a heavy
toll, and we can only hope that it will pass into our history as our seniors
leave the stage. For the fact is that the structural-functional era has
left the British community ldth such a level of education and scientific
illiteraoy that most are hardly qualified to criticize intelligently, let
alone make a positive contribution to such fields as 'mathematical
anthropology' or 'ethology'. Needham's 'radical' anthropology, seeking
for universals and investigatingelementar,y experierlces. obvio~ly malres
us highly dependent on other fields of scholarship. As he saidcin .
Percussion and ~ransition' our position is that we hardly know even how to
state the problems. Likewise, to the extent that ethologists are after
'
universalsby examining the 'nature'iculture" distinction, their work is of
great potential value, no matter the quality of that alrea~ published.
Yet the number of British anthropologists who possess the requiSite background in the biological sciences is very small and reaction to their work
too often tends to be either uncr~tical enthusiasm or an ill-informed dismissal of such beastly innovators.
In these fields, and in others,W'e shall thus need to cultivate some
of the skills of other anthropOlOgical traditions. For instance, the absence
of a distinguished Marxist tradition in this country will make us dependent
upon that group of French scholars, represented at the conference by Godelier
and 'rerray, if we are to assist in constructing a science of 'social formations'.
For 'oral literat~re', too, we are not particularly well equipped to make
much progress. Such interests in this country seem to have died more or
less at the time Malinowski arld Radcliffe-Brown becmue dominant, and were
virtually absent until the mid '60's. We may welcome this rene~led interest,
but it is possible that we shall flirst have to familiarise ourselves 1n th
the immense American contribution to the field before we can ourselves go
ahead confidently. It may, in fact, be that these recent developments and
the deficiencies 'tlhich they expose will forge new links with American .
anthropology, for the survival thereof the general' cultural framework equips
its members with a range of competences which we, for the most part, lack
but which are perhaps beCOming vital. The field of mathematics might here
be mentioned since there was one conference session devoted to ~athematical
approaches. It seems that for many this still means 'advanced statistics',
but this is to take what may be a very unproductive view. As Leach said
in his i'laJ.inowskilecttu'e,and ]j~vi~trauss even earlier in 1954 in his
paper 'The Mathematics of lIian', it is more likely that we shall gain more
by aiming at qualitative exactitude, for quantitative approaches to social
phenomena may le t everything of significance escape. Thus, as L~vi-Strauss
has said, we should be misguided to mimic the mathematics of the natural
sciences, and should go straight to bolder forms of mathematical thought,
which can handle non-metrical precision. The transformational sets of the
Mythologigues may be seen, in ,part, as a demonstration of this view.
Clearly, then, before setting out on mathematical approaches, we must first
deoidewhich sort of mathematics it is that w'e want. 'One suspects that
mere increased use of statistical tests of significance and suchlike in
writing up field material will prove to be sir4ply a distracting game,
This commentary has obviously been mainly concerned vTith the fu:'Gure
of the discipline, but it is not out of place to end with somereflectiorts
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care~r of Evans-Pritchard is that his. good manners· prevented his sufficiently
makiIj.g clear those deep differences ofeutlook which separated him from his
colleagues. Certainly, history is not the biography of great men, but we
now run the risk of seeing him reduced to the level of his ccntemporaries
by these unsympathe~ic to the movements which he lead t 1"ho may ne,'1 take en
the roleo! ~n-iting the:Lnt'ellectualhistcry of our discipline. P01' the
Times obituarist (14th Sept.) EV'i:~ns-Pritchard rose to. his peak with the
publication or African Poiitical Systems in 1940, surely ene ef the least
exciting beoks vii th which l1e waseverasseciated. And fer Kuper in
Anthrepe,legi..§.ts· ;mdAnthrepelggx he was just an 'Oxferd structuralist'
like Gluclanan andF.ertes. lt is clear that net enly eur future but also.
eur past are sti.ll in the balance.
Evans-Pri tchard was never ene to. ferce his view's en ethers, blt seme
ef his distinguished celleagues seem less willing to. admit that the times
are changing. One has heard it eften said that he used to. teach theelegy,
and that seme' ef us new indulge in philooophical bunk and. aiIjT metaphysics.
Ne deubt w'hen Gluclanan cemplains (T.L.S.3rd Aug.)' that these chesen to.
represent the state ef anthrepelegy-Evans-"Pri tchard, Douglas, N-eedham and .,
Leach (T.L.S. 6th July) - being mainly cencerl~d with underlying intelleotual
patterns, de net really represent the subject, a shew' ef hands weuld prebably
shew him to. be cerrect. Very prebably the vie~ls of Gluckman himself liould
cemmand mere assent. Mest, like him, weuld be irritated by that endless
VTorry by seme abeut what we can tknow' of ether cultures (Gluckman brackets
verstehen after 'know' pessibly net understanding 1Jhat the werd means) and
prefer just to. get on with the jeb instead. But the peint, efceurse, is
just whatsert of a 'jeb' anthrepelegy is. Social scientists presumably
feel little attracted by the versien ef anthrepelegy which makes worries
abeut the nature ef the act ef'translatien and understanding basic. The
legacy ef E;vans-Pritchard must be IJreserved and his pesi tien in our histery
safeguarded. Hepefully cur retiring senier's l1ill net add their autherity
to. the ferces 'l:lhich 1'1'euld sap the strength 'Of such ne~'1 departures as ue
have already seen. If they decide to. lead such reactienary,mevements
rather than hand over gracefully, a censiderable nwnber ef their celleagues
are likely to. applaud. And in that event, it is to be heped that there
will be a sufficient number ef dissidents to. si1a.mp their enthusiasm.
Malcolm Crick.

